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SUMMARY. 

r1.n analysis, on ihe basis o[ oscillograpllic records, ot the phenomenon 
o/ disconnecting an open line shows ihat ihe amplitude ot ihe resulting 
oueruoltages depends on ihe inieraction ot ignitions [md extinctions 
ot the power arc in ihe circuíl breaker. The iheoreiically llighesi ualues 
occur so intrequently lhal ihey are ot liltle practical importance. The 
mosl important problem consisis in determinÍng ihe probability ot ihe 
trequency ot occurrence ot the uarious oueruoltage amplitudes. 

For ihe same degree ot probabiliiy, the uoltages slressing ihe lrans
former are lligher when ihe neuiral is isolaled ihan when íl is solidly 
earihed. This tact constiiuies a turiher argumeni, particularly tor 
operaiing uoltages aboue IOO kV, in tauour ot direct earthing ot ihe 
neuiral poini. 

HEPORT 

INTRODUCTION. 

It is well kl1owl1 that the highest overvoltages caused by closil1g 
or opening of a circuit breaker are producecl : 
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either by the clisconnection of an open-cil'cuitecl transformer 
(fig. l a); 

01' by the clisconnection of an open line fecl by a transformer 
(fig. l b). 

Although the first overvoltages (clisconnection of an open-cir
cuitecl transformer) are also, to a certain extent, a functitm oI the 
methocl of earthing these wiU not be consiclerecl here. Insteacl, 
we shall cleal with the seconcl type of overvoltage : those which 
appear at the transformer terminals when the open line which it 
feecls is clisconnectecl. The numero us possibilities presentecl by 
this problem have not been examinecl in great cletail ancl are, as 

a 

Fig. 1. 

"\vill be seen, largely cleterminec1 by the ll1ethocl of earthing of the 
neutral point. 

In 1943 oscillographic measurements oI this type of clisconnec
tion were ll1acle in Switzerlancl by the F.K.H. on a 150 kV line 
fec1 by a 16500 kVA transforll1er with isolatecl neutral. In 194.9 
sill1ilar tests were carriecl out on another 150 kV !ine with a 45 000 kVA 
transforll1er the neutral of which was clirectly earthecl. The following 
analysis oI the problem is basecl on the oscillograms taken cluring 
these tests. 

CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT. 

In figure 2 a three-phase transformer T which is suppliecl by a 
system 01' a generator G feecls, via circuit breaker D, a line L (30-4 okm) 
the other encl of which is open. The primary sicle oI the trans
former (50 kV) is connectecl in clelta, the seconclary (150 kV) in star. 

The syll1bols in figure 2 have the following significance : 

CL, the total capacitance oI each phase of the line to earth. In 
reality this capacitance is clistributecl ovcr the entire length 
oI line. The line may be representecl by three sections the 
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capacitance ~L of each being taken to be concentrated at 

its midpoint. 
For a line of 30-40 km the value of CL is about 0.2-0.3 [I- F. 

C'I' the mutu al capacitance between phase concluctors. As this 
is small compared with CL (10-20 %) it will be neglectecl for 
the sake of simplification. 

CI', the capacitance to earth of each transformer terminal to which 
are to be adclecl that of the breaker bushing, of the connecting 
leads ancl of parts of the transformer winding. The va1ue 
of these capacitances is about 2 000-3 000 pF. 

LI" the incluctance oi a phase concluctor which, with 1.3- 1.7 mH : km, 
becol11es 40-70 I11H. 

T D L 

Fig. 2. - Detailed diagram of the circuit condition inclicatecl in figure I b. 

LI', the incluctance of the transforl11er (clue to the 1eakage fie1cl 
between primary ancl seconclary wincling) to which is aclclecl 
that of the generator (01' system), reclucecl to the seconclary 
voltage of the transformer. 

We shall neglect the ohl11ic resistances oi the circuit ancl its 10sses 
as well as the arc voltage between the breaker contacts. In so 
cloing, it may be recallecl that the factors which are thus neglectecl 
tencl to clamp the oscillations which occur. It may also be notecl 

that, clespite its small value, the incluctance ~L in series with the 

breaker ensures a certain degree of stability. These arcs are l11ain
tainecl without clifficulty as long as their current exceecls several 
amperes ancl they can on1y be extinguishecl when the current passes 
through zero. As the line current is essentially capacitive it passes 
through zerO every til11e when the phase voltage reaches a l11aximum 
01' l11inimulTI. 

114 . 
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A. CASE OF A TRANSFORMER 
WITH DIRECTLY EARTHED NEUTRAL. 

For reasons of simplicity this case will be considered first. The
neutral N in figure 2 should thus be deemecl to be connectecl to 
earth by the cloUecl line. 

Neglecting the mutu al capacitances Cq the three phases are seen 
to be iclel1tical ancl completely inclepenclent of Ol1e another. What
ever happel1s in one phase may occur equally well in another so that 
the investigation may be confinecl to the stucly of a single phase. 

1. Dasignation OI the transient oscillations and their sy:rn
hols. - With referel1ce to figure 2 we shall now consider the cliffe
rent circuits capable oI oscillation : 

a. \Vith the circuit breaker closed (01' as long as the arc persists 
between its contacts); the capacitance of the line (including that 
of the transformer) wlth the leakage incluctance oI the transformer 
at the frequency 

b. With the circuit breaker closed : 

On the transformer sicle : the transformer capacitance wlth its 
lncluctance at the frequency 

f~Q = I ~ 5 000 e : s; 
• - 271: ..jLl'Cl' 

on the line sicle : the capacitances (in series) of the external line& 
with the inherent incluclance at the frequency 

This laUer is almost exactly the fundamental frequency of the 
oscillations clue to the travelling waves which build up as a result 
of the ref1ections between the two open ends of the line. It plays 
only a seconclary part; however it is always superimposecl on the 
frequency t 01 and can be recognizecl on the oscillograms. 

The clamping factor (a) of these oscillations, i. e. the ratio betweel1 
the amplitude of one oscillation with that preceding it by half a 
cycle is generally between 0.6 ancl 0.8. 
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. The sllpply freqllency of 50 c : s is representecl by 150' Further-· 
more we introclllce : 

u p V2 sin (2, 1': 150l), the wave shape of the sllpply voltage to 
earth (phase voltage) with U p as its r. m. s. value ancl L1Pmax 

as its crest value. L1p results from the electromotive force 
incluced by the variation of the main transformer field, 
increased by the inductive voltage drop which procluces 
the capacitive current established in the transformer by 
the line; 

the wave shape of the voltage to earth of the transformer 
terminal; 

the wave shape of the voltage to earth of the line at its 
encl on the breaker side. For frequencies between 50 
ancl 500 e : s this voltage is takel1 to be the same alol1g the 
whole line; 

the wave shape of the voitage betweel1 ihe breaker contacts; 
the breakclown voltage between the breaker contacts; 
the highest voltage (to earth, instantaneous value) appeal'ing 

in the course of the disconnectiol1; 
ihe 110minal 01' line voltage (r. m. s. value); 
the bl'eaker currel1t; 
the time; 
the start of contact separatiol1; 
ihe instant at which an arc is procluced; 

ls, the instal1ts of the fil'st, second and thil'd bl'eakdown, 
producing an osciIlation of the frequency 101; 

the instant of arc extinction at current zero; 
t'3' the instants of the first, second ancl thircl passage of 

current zero of the first oscillation with frequency t 01 

dlle to breakclown at ll; 
<X01' <X02' <Xoa, attenllation coefficients of the oscillations of fl'e-

quencies tolO t 02' t C3' •• ; 

p, probability of occurrence; 
Pa, of a breakdoWll; 
Pe, oI an extinction; 
pl, oI a voltage L1max at a single 

breaker terminal; 
Pl1J, of a voltage UmaX at one OI' more 

of the three poles of a. thl'ee
pl1ase breaker. 

2. Analysis 01 the interruption phenornenon. - The wave 
shapes of the different voltages during the phenomenon are repro
dllced in figure 3. 
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At the instant (to) when the breaker contacts begin to separate 
an arc occurs between them clue to their initially very small separa" 
tion. The arc persists almost until the current passes through 
zero when up reaches its maximum (positive 01' negative). \Vhen 
the arc is interruptecl the suclclenly isolatecl line remains chargecl 
ancl retains the potential acquirecl whereas the trallsformer vol
tage UT' falls to zero by followillg the sinusoiclal voltage ul" The 
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Fig. 3. - Diagram oi the voltages after a disconnection with breakdown (1,) 
and extinction after the Ist (dotted, after the 3rcl) current zero. 

voltage un across the breaker contacts increases until it causes an 
arc to strike (Un = U al). As the transformer capacitance Cl' is 
about two orclers of magnitucle smaller than that of the line CL 
the laUer imposes on it rapiclly its owÍ1 potential, bllt the !ine can 
attain the supply voltage only by oscillating about it at the transient 
frequency t 01-

The current of this oscillation is proportional to the' breakclown 
voltage. At the same voltage it is about 10 times as large as the 
normal capacitive current, in proportion with the frequency 

ratio j::. If the breakclown voltage Ual is very small (smaller 
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than 1/10 of Upmux) the current of the oscillation t 01 remains below 
the normal capacitive current and the next current zero occurs 
only near the maximum of the voltage Ul'. H, on the other hand, 
the breakdown voltage is higher (than 0.2 U pmux) the current passes 
through zero at about each half cycle of the frequency t 01 and each 
time there exists a possibi1ity for the arc to be extinguished. Howe
ver, it wilI be seen that the probability of an extinction during the 
first half cycles is smaller than for the later ones· since this chance 
increases as the amplitude of the oscillation decreases. 

H the arc is extinguished at the first current zero (at t'i) the line 
voltage UL which was ·positive with respect to Ul' before the break
down (at lI) has become negative and retains its potential after the 
e:ktinction at t'i. The voltage UT at the transformer terminal is 
at the exact instant of extinction equal to the line voltage UL and 
produces a voltage difIerence Ul' of 

As a result, Ul' immediately tends to attain the voltage ul' by 
oscillating about it with the transient frequency t 02 (about 5000 c : s). 
It is thus seen that the voltage UD across the contacts of the breaker 
increases very rapidly and reaches, shortly after the extinction 

considered (;; cycle of the frequency t 02) the maximum value : 

For normal values of the damping coefficients 0:01 and 0: 0 2 (for example 
each equal (). 7), the voltage UDmux reaches therefore ia value of r. 19 Ua i 

already I / I 0000 S after arc extinction; i. e. it exceeds the value 
which 1/1000 S earlier had caused breakdown. H therefore the 
voltage UD = Ual was sufficient to produce breakdown although 
its rate of rise was comparatively slow - since it was determined 
by the normal frequency of 50 c : S - there would be little chance 
for the insulating medium of the breaker to sustain a voltage of 
about 10-20 % higher amplitude ancI with a hundred times greater 
rate of rise. The extinction of the current of frequency t 01 at the 
first current zero is therefore likely to be followed immediately 
(i. e. 20-70[L s later) by a restrike. In view of the post-arc conduc
tivity which reduces the oscillation t 02 and particularly in view of 
the large variation of the breakdown voltage of oH, the extinction 
at the first current zero without immediate restrike wilI occur fairly 
exactly in one case out of 5. 

3. Unfavourable cases. - The ma.ximum voltage to which the 
transformer is subjected is determined by the interplay between 
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restrikil1g and extinction in the circuit breaker. The case which 
is theoretically known to be most unfavourable is that in which res
triking occurs regularly at each positive and negative maximum of 
the voltage up and extinction without immediate restriking at each 
first current zero of the oscillation t 01 (fig. 4). The line assumes 
therefore a form of resonance al1d its voltage would reach its maximum 
when: 

,-J~r Ul Ur 

~l ---- Ul 

----
I 

lo f~ '1'/ ~f2 '3 f; V~ 

Fig. q. - The, theoretically, 
most uufavourable case of breakdowus aud extinctioilS. 

from which 

(
1+ a01 ) Ul = /lI' ---

'"'m'rx IllllX 1- (lOl 

e. g. for 
aOl = 0.8, 

In practice, the chance of this phel1omenon occurring is so small 
as to be deemed almost impossible. In fact, the increase in the 
dielectric strength of the oil would have to be exactly the same 
as that of the lilfe voltage if it were to produce breakdown at exactly 
the maximum of the voltage u p • Again if extinction at the first 
current zero occurs in 1 case out of 5 there is little chal1ce of 20 conse
cutive occurrences. If the probability of a breakdown (Pa) 
at the necessary instant is taken to be 0.2 ancl that of extinc-
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tion (Pe) 0.2, the chance of occurrence of a voltage of 9 uPlll[lX 

whieh requires 20 conseeutive restrikes beeoll1es of the order of 

What is therefore of ill1portanee is not ll1erely a lmowledge of the 
value of the overvoltage but also of its probability of oeeurrenee. 

.W 
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Fig. 5. - Oscillogram of the disconnection of an open line at 150 kV, fed 
by a 45 000 kVA transformer with directly earthed neutraI. Voltages of 
the three phases on the !ine side. 

As an exact ealculation is too involved we shall here eonfiue our
selves, partly, on a sUll1ll1arizing eonclusion based on aetual test 
results aud, partly, on an estill1ate of the élegree of probability of 
oecurrenee of each breakdown. 

For the oscillation of frequeney 101 a dall1ping coeffieient C(01 = 0.8 
ll1ay be adopted. 

Froll1 a statistieal analysis of the oseillograll1s it appears that the' 
line rell1ains eharged after are extinction with a value equal to, 
ar greater than 0.7 LZPmax (exall1ple fig. 5, phase S) in 6 % of the 
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cases. This value will be adopted as starting point for a calcula
tion of the probability of occurrence of higher voltages (fig. 6). 
In order to derive the probability for the crest voltage at t'~ to be 
equal to, or greater than - 2.6 uPl1lax it suffices to know the chance 

with which breakdown may occur at t:1 while the transformer vol
tage Ll" li~s between the values 0.7 and LO Llpl1J<1x. The chance 

I~ 
/'---------
I ue3,4uPmax 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Fig. G. - Diagram of the voltages after a disconnection which serves as a basis 
for an estimate of the probability of the over-voltages. 

of such a breakclown occurring is estimatecl as 25 %, since the possi
bilities are as follows : 

50 % without breakdown; 
50 % with breakdown; 

where the latler 50 % can be further subdiviclecl into 

25 % of breakdown between the given voltage limits of Ll1 

(- 0.7 and LO uPl1lax); 

25 % of breakdown outsicle these limits. 

The probability of reaching a crest voItage equal to, or greater 
than 2.6 upl1lax becomes therefore 

p = 0.06pa= 0.06 x 0.25 = 0.015 
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ancl the probability of the line remaining charged with that value 
(extinction at first current zero) becomes 

p = o.orCJpe= 0.or5 x 0.2 = 0.003, 

As the line voltage increases the chance of a new breakdown r So!} 
later must, of necessity, diminish sincethe limits between which 
it must occur become progressively more narrow. This calcula
tion thus gives the following results : 

TABLE J. 

Probability al a crest volta!:re beillg reached equal to ar /:;.,.eater t/tan. 

r .7 llPmllx' . . . . • . . . . • . . . .. Pl = 0.3 

:l.G )) ................ pl = 0.or5 
3·4 
4.0 

" Pl R:ó 0.0004 
Pl R:ó o. oooor 

PIII=o.G5 

plII=0.o44 
PlIl R:ó o. oor 
PlII R:ó 0.00003 

The probability Pl is that of the occurrence or the voltage indicatecl 
at a single pole of the circuit breaker; PIII that of the occurrence 
at one 01' more of the three poles. The rehltion between these two 
values is defined by 

pm=r-(r-PI)" 

and for small values of Pl this becomes 

PlII R:ó 3 Pl· 

The values oI pr and Pm are plotted in figure 12. 

Voltage values the probability of which is below r 0-' can be 
regarded as of no importance. 

B. - CASE OF A TRANSFORMER 
WITH FREE NEUTRAL. 

In this case the transformer windings as well as the phase cOllduc
tors which they feed are completely insulated from earth and their 
potential is so distributed as to make the sum of the electric charges 
always zero. The only voltage difIerence between the poles is 
determined by. the electromotive forces induced by the normal 
frequency variations of the main transformer fields and by the 
transient oscillations. 

As the capacitance of the transformer is very small comparecl 
with that of the line the distribution of the voltages at the trans
former terminals can reaclily become asymmetric if. only one pole 
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remains conllected. This constitutes not only an asymmetry of 
phases but aIso of amplitude since the two other phases oscillate 
about that connected to the line which remains charged with a voltage 
which may exceed the amplitude of the normal operating voltage. 

1. Designation of the transient oscillations and their SYIn

boIs. - According to figure 2 in which the connection between the 
neutraI 'point N and earth is taken to be interrupted several oscil
latory circuits can be distinguished : 

1. In the case of simultaneous breakdown of two (or three) poles 

The capacitances of the two lines (in series) with the leakage 
inductance of two transformer phases in series, at the frequency 

2. In the case of extinction at three poles : 

The capacitances of two transformer terminaIs (in series) with 
the Ieakage inductance of two phases (in series), at the frequency : 

3. In the case of breakdown of one phase only : 

The capacitances (jf the two other terminals Cr in p aral1 eI , in 
series with that of the connected line (CL), with the leakage induc
tance of one phase in series with the other two phases in parallel 
at the frequency : 

./03 = --/I-====::C:=L===3= ~ 3000 e: s. 
27d. 2C7'C C LI' 't L+2 7'2 

4. In case of simullaneous breakdown of two poles : 

The capacitance of the free terminal (in series with the capa
citance of the two other lines in paralIel) with the leakage induc
tance of one phase in series with the two others in paralIel, at the 
frequency : 

./UI' == ---;:===:;;===;::== ~ ~ 000 e: s. 

V 2CL 3 
21': Cr C C LI' 

2 L+ 7'2 
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5. As in the case of the transformer with solicUy eal'thecl neutral, 
the funclamental frequency of the line itself 

f 05 = 4000 e : 5. 

The clamping coefficients of these oscillations are the same as in 
the prececling case A. , 

The same symbols as in case A are usecl to clesignate the various 
voltages by aclcling to the respective inclex the name' of the 
phase (R), (S) 01' (T). 

2. Analysis oi the interrupting phenom.enon. - The pheno
menon of clisconnecting an open line with a free transformer neutral 

(SJ 

uL(R) o~R) LT heT 
:::::t:~ 
~ -

---o 
(T) 

AU "'03 

au 
UnSJ 

UTfTJ __ ___ . _, _.IodU 
Fig. 7. - Reflection - at the terminals S and T 

of a sudden voltage change IlLZ impressed 
on a transformer terminal R after a breakdown. 

presents, from the point of view of striking ancl extinction of the 
arc, the same characteristics as the case with clirectly earthecl trans
former neutral. On the other hancl, it cliffers from it by an inter
clepenclence of the phases which complicates the matter. If break
clown occurs at one breaker pole it tencls to cause breakclown also 
at the two other poles. In fact, if after breakclown one transformer 
terminal is subjectecl to a sharp potential change the voltage of the 
entire wincling (of the three phases) varies in the same manner. 
This cannot happen instantaneously but takes place in the other 
two phases with a frequency of oscillation t 03 the crest value of 
which - which may reach almost twice (I -I- IXoa) the initial change -
tencls to procluce a breakclowI1 of these poles (fig· 7). 

For the sake of exemplification we shall consicler a simple example 
involving some of the essential features which occur in practice 
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and this will be done by a step-by-step method. AU the damping 
factors will be taken as 0.8. 

According to figure 8 we shaU assume that a breaker begins to 

'2 'e2(R) 

I 
./ Umax (S): 6,6 uPmax 

UaT) 

'--.- /" 

I 
-+_N __ ~~-+ __ ~.~p' __ ~ __ ~~ __________ __ 

7-~ 

f'1 

Fig. 8. -- Diagram of the voltages cluring a clisconnection proclucing, at the 2nd 
breakdown of pole R, a crest reaching at the terminal S 6.6 times the crest 
value of the phase voltage; transformer l1eutral insulated. 
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open its contacts at time to. At each pole an arc maintains the 
current ílow and nntil this becomes zero (first in phase R) the arc 
persists aud the line (R) remains charged with the potential acquired. 
Since at this instant, the sum of the two other currents must be 
zero, they become equal with a phase difference of 1800 and point M 
oI the vector diagram of figure 9 a maintains a fixed potential 
exactly midway between the voltages of the terminals (S) and (T). 
To this constant potential M the vectors SI and TI have to be added 

with an amplitude ± ul' 2. while the vector RI assumes 1.5 U/lili'" 

and the neutral point 0.5 UI'IlI"" 

At the instant t'o (S) = t;) (T) the transformer is separated comple
tely from the line, the three phases of which remain charged each 

R R 

a 
R' 

N 

T T s 
Fig. 9. - Veetor diagram of the three phases 

and the neutral after diseonneetion oi only two phases from the !ine. 

with its respective potential (Ul). The transformer remains charged 
with the potential M which now corresponds to that of the neutral 
and abont which the voltages ul' of the three phases are distributed. 

At the instant tl we now assume a breakdown at pole R. The 
line (R) impresses its potential on the transformer terminal R and 
subjects ít to a sudden voltage rise of 2.2 U/In"'" As the result 
of coupling this is transferred to the terminals S and T, producing 
a potential I. 8 2.2 U"llIlI' which causes a breakclown of both 
these phases. The transformer is thus again connected to the line 
through the three arcs while the three phases tend to resume, their 
normal values Ul) by oscillating about these voltages with the fre
quency t 01' 

At the first passage of this transient current through zero (at t'l) 
only the arc of phase S is extinguished. The line S remains chargecl 
with the positive voltage UL (S) = 1.3 Ul'llIlIX' The sum of the 
potentials of the two other phases must assume the same value 
with negative polarity and the miclpoint M of the diagram (fig. 9 b) 
remains in the midclle. Superimposecl on this fixecl potential M 
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is one haU of the voltage vector R-T, the one with RI = - v/:J 1I1' 
2 

J} 
and the other with TI = + -:;:-1I1" the lines R and T oscillating 

about these two values with the frequency 101' Terminal SI of 
the transformer attains the voltage of the vector SI = 1.5 IIp, super
imposed on the potential of M, hy oscillating with the frequency t 0,1' 

It may now be assumed that the arc in phase R is extinguished 
at its third passage trough zero at time t 1 , ••.. If phase T is also 
extinguished at this instant the three transformer windings assume 
again their normal voltages arter oscillating with a transient fre
quency In;L about the potential which, at this instant, appears at 
the neutral. In order to present a case which may also occur in 
practice we may assume that T restrikes immediately arter the 
third passage through zero. The line then impresses its potential 
on the transformer terminal T and 011 the whole winding arter an 
oscillation with the frequency 103' The arc may be extinguished 
at any one passage through zero of the oscillation t 03' If we assume 
that this happens at the third passage [at time te (T) l the line becomes 
completely separated from the transformer, the neutral remains 
fixed and the phases R and S, being subjected to an excessive poten
tial, equalize each other and with T by means of a transient oscilla
tion of frequency t 02 about :the three respective voltages IIp which 
are superimposed on the fixed neutral voltage. The lines remain 
charged with the voltage which they assumed during the extinction 
of their arcs. 

The critical instant for the transformer occurs at t2 hecause if 
an arc is produced at pole R and if the dielectric strength between 
the contacts of the other breaker poles is sufficiently high the ter
minals S and T are subjected to the highest stresses. In fact, the 
occurrence of an arc at t2 raises the potential of terminal R suddenly 
by a value !:m to about 3.5 lIr'llIi1x' This sudden potential change 
causes the other two terminals S and T to undergo a potential reduc
tion of (I + "'03) X 6.1I = 1.8 x 3.5 lIpma, = 6,3 lIpll"'" By super
position on the instantaneous value of the 50 cycle voltage of each 
terminal (- 0.3 lIpmax for phase S and + 0.6 lIP llIilX for phase T) 
the crest value reaches a voltage to earth of - 6.6 lIPmax at ter
minal S and - 5.7 lIp llIax at terminal T. 

Such crest values may be sufficient to produce flashover of the 
two transformer terminals thus causing a double earth fault. As 
the transformer remai.'ns supplied from the system on its primary 
side there exist a probability - which is only little les s than that of 
the occurrence of these crest values - of a short-circuit of the total 
power available. 

If the terminals S and T and the breaker pole succeed in with-
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standing these crest values phase R is extinguished after several 
oscillations with frequehcy t 03 but the entire transformer remains 
charged with a voltage of 3.6 ul'll"" : 

This example in which the interaction between break"clowns and 
extinctions was inlentionally simplified so as to render íl possible 
to explain the individual steps gives an idea of the number of possible 
variations. 

Figllre lO shows an oscillogram of a clisconnectiol1 resembling 

Fig. 10. - Oscillogram of the disconnection of an open line at 150 kV fed 
by a 16 500 kVA transformer with insulated neutral. T, voltages on trans
former sicle; L, voltages on line sicle. 

the example analysed. The crest values of the voltage reach 4.6 
ancl 4.0 Ul'l1JilX; it shoulcl be noted that breakclown at pole T of the 
breaker was caused by the voltage 4.6 u

PI1JIIX
' 

The calculation of the prbbability of occurrence of these crest 
values is not easy but experience shows that high values occur 
comparative1y infrequently. The oscillogram of figure 10 was the 
resll1t of one case out of a total of 2 l three-phase clisconnections. 

3. ResuIneof the an~ysis. - For the sake oI gr~ater c1arity 
the picture may be simplifiecl by considering on1y two phases ancl 
by p10tting the potentials of line ancl transformer by their positions 
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(heights) as has been done in figure I I. It is known that the trans
former may cause each pole of the line to be charged with a value 
exceeding uP"t:IX (in 6 % of aU cases about I.7 up"",,) (fig. I I a). 

(R)+ 
----.:....0 

(TJ.::. 

/ 
/ 
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~ 

/1 

a 
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d 

Fig. l l. - Simplifiec1 c1iagram inc1icating, in a summanzmg manner, the 
c1evelopment of the phenomenon which proc1uces crest voltages of about 
6 times the crest value of the phase voltage. 
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In addition, the transformer terminal at which the arc is interrupted 
last has, at the moment of extinction, the same potential as the line 
(phase T, fig. I I e). Half a periocl of 50 c : s later the transformer 
has changecl polarity (fig. I I e). A breakclown of pole R at this 
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Fig. 12. - Probability of occurrence 

of a maXlmum voltage -- OI' --_ equal to, . ( Umllx llmllx ) 

U pmax Un \/2 
OI' greater than the value indicatecl on the abcissa. 

Curves 1 and 3 : voltage at one pole. 
2 » 4: voltage at one OI' more poles. 
1 2 : transformer neutral directly earthed. 
3 '1 : transformer neutral isolated. 
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instant subjects this transformer terminal to a sudden voltage 
rise equal to the potential differenee between the lines R and T. 
This sudden ehange eauses roughly twiee that value at the terminals S 
and T and is super imposed on the instantaneous voltage values of 
these bushings (fig. I I d). This produees in phase T a erest voltage 
of about 6uPIl1", to earth. 

C. - COMP ARISON 
BETWEEN THE TWO CASES OF NEUTRAL EARTHING. 

The foregoing analysis of the diseonneetion of an open line fed 
by a transformer shows that in the ease of an isolated neutral point 
the transformer is subjeeted to crest voltages I.q.-I.8 times higher 
than in the ease when the neutral is direetly earthed. With free 
neutral, erest voltages of 6 times normal phase voltage ean be 
reaehed (3.5 times the nominalline voltage). With direetly earthed 
neutral the erest values do not exeeed 3.5 to 4 times the erest value 
of the phase voltage (2 to 2.3 times that of the line voltage). 

Figure 12 shows the probability of oeeurrenee of these erest values 
in the different eases. The points shown in that figure are derived from 
measurements with the exception of those shown as triangles whieh 
wer:e ealeulated for the ease of direetly earthed neutral (table I). 

It ean be seen that in the ease of a free neutral only the transformer 
is subjected to higher stresses whereas those oeeurring on the line 
are praetically the same in both eases. Again, the overvoltages 
stressing a transformer with free neutral and those oeeurring on a 
transformer with direetly earthed neutral point have approximately 
the same ratio as the highest normal frequeney voltages whieh l11ay 

.... (' lin e voltag-e ) oeeur 111 these two eases I . . 
,plwse \'0 tage 

In systel11s operating below IOO kV the diffienlties eaused by higher 
overvoltages ean be eompensated by the advantages inherent in 
a system with insulated neutral (01' with an are suppression eoil). 
In sueh system it is also eOl11paratively easy to eombat these over
voltages by adopting a suffieiently high safety faetor for the insu
lation. On the other hand, on systems operating above 100 kV 
the eost of insulation may beeome preponderant and may compel 
the safety faetor of the insulation to be limite d to the minimum. 
The existenee of the overvoltages studied whieh are higher with 
free neutral are a further argument in favour of direet earthing of 
the neutral point, partieularly as the diffieulties inherent in the 
operation of an are suppression eoil also inerease with very high 
operating voltages. 

Extrait de la Contérence Internationale des Grands Résemzx Électriques. 
Session 1952. 


